
Welcome to Code Breaking 
with Mrs Cadman



What appears once in every minute, 
twice in every moment, but not once in 
a thousand years? 

The more you take away, the bigger I 
become. What am I?

Which city is sinking at an average rate 
of 10cm a year, 10 times faster than 
Venice? 

What goes up but never comes down? 

While we wait for everyone to log on



The letter M

A hole

Mexico City

Your age



Lets get warmed 
up!

Can you identify 
the IT related 

terms ?



Number 1



Number 2



Number 3



Number 4



Number 5



The importance of 
computational thinking



Alan Turing
• Alan Turing played a vital role in deciphering 

the messages encrypted by the German 
Enigma machine, which provided vital 
intelligence for the Allies.

• He took the lead in a team that designed a 
machine known as the ‘bombe’ that 
successfully decoded German messages.

• He became a well-known and rather eccentric 
figure at Bletchley.





Code Breaking
We will now exercise some of the logic that 

Turing used when cracking German messages.

Cracking a code is about identifying the right  
KEY. Once you know it you can read the secret 

message



Code Breaking

What is this message?

You may need a sheet 
of paper to do this 
exercise



PigPen Ciphers
This is the KEY

By locating the letters in the key, you can 
identify the symbols which replace the letter.
To make it harder, the letters can be in different 
positions to these, so a symbol in one message 
might represent a different letter in 
another…without the key it would be very hard 
to decrypt.



Pigpen Cipher



Pigpen Cipher



Pigpen Cipher



Caesar Cipher



Caesar Cipher



Using the Pigpen Cipher 
or by creating your own 

secret code
Write a message to one of your classmates

Could you use binary, pictures, emojis or 
something else ?

Remember we always need a key!



Pigpen Cipher


